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Beach Party Balloon Arch 

QianJia is the brand of beach party balloon arch 

from China's Balloon Factory, which has been 

producing party balloon arch garland set 

decoration products for more than 20 years. Our 

own China Balloon factory has been exported to 

the European and American markets with a value 

of over $8 million.This beach Party Balloon Arch 

product is the most popular balloon arch set at 

present. The products of China Beach Party 

Balloon Arch Factory are of high quality and 

cost-effective, and are the most popular style purchased by American customers. 

 

 

Product Description 

 

This beach party balloon arch consists of avocado green, gold and white latex balloons. It is 

currently the best-selling and most popular balloon garland decoration. You can choose 

whether the balloon is a single balloon or a double set of balloons to make this balloon arch. 

  

This beach party balloon arch set has been widely praised by customers since its launch. 

Many customers start to buy and sell on Amazon and Tiktok. Our China balloon factory 

provides them with stable supply of balloons. We are very familiar with the rules of each online 

mall for products, and can provide you with the guidance of putting products on the shelves, 

saving you precious time. 

 

The balloon set can change the color and number of any balloons inside. It is used as a 

decorative balloon for various parties, such as family party decoration, birthday party 

decoration, and many customers will give it as a gift to their friends. 

  

All of our balloon Arch packs are handmade, easy to use and can be combined to suit your 

preferences. Our customers make the same style in many different styles and shapes. When 

you wholesale latex balloon sets, our staff will personally guide you to make this style.In our 

China balloon factory, we can change and customize all sizes and colors of balloons. We can 

also customize our own packages for each customer.In the wholesale China balloon factory 

products, we can accept the balloon arch packaging and style of customization. The following 

ways can provide you with choices, can also provide you with your own balloon packaging. 

 

Borun Balloon factory can provide you with any latex balloon, no middleman to earn your price 

difference, your profits can be the best protection.We have our own stable and reliable 

forwarder to provide you with cross-border freight services. , you can check the production and 

transportation of your goods 24 hours, so that you can rest assured about this transaction.We 
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are looking for partners around the world to make progress together, sincerely await your 

contact. 

 


